Religious Education: Whole School Overview

Religious Education makes a vital contribution to the education
of our children at High Cliff Academy. Religion and beliefs inform
our values and are reflected in what we say and how we behave.
RE is an important subject in itself, it enables teachers to foster
children’s spiritual, moral, social and cultural development and
engages children in learning about and from religion. Religious
education provokes challenging questions about the ultimate
meaning and purpose of life, beliefs about God, the self and the
nature of reality, issues of right and wrong, and what it means to
be human. RE also contributes to pupils’ personal development
and well-being and to community cohesion by promoting mutual
respect and tolerance in a diverse society.
The purpose of this document is to highlight the specific R.E
content of the curriculum in each year group.

EYFS – KS2 Religion Coverage
The school has chosen to begin by introducing and exploring the
Abrahamic religions: Christianity, Judaism and Islam within EYFS
and Key Stage 1.
Each religion is visited twice over the academic year with the aim
of building knowledge and establishing the foundation blocks to
delve deeper and obtain critical RE thinking skills within Key Stage
2.
The Abrahamic religions are continued into Key Stage 2 alongside
the introduction of Hinduism, Sikhism and Buddhism religions.
This will result clear explicit teaching of the six main religions
covered over six half terms of the academic year.
EYFS & KS1:
Autumn 1 & Summer 1: Judaism
Autumn 2 & Spring 2 Christianity
Spring 1 & Summer 2: Islam
KS2:
Autumn 1: Hinduism
Autumn 2: Sikhism
Spring 1: Islam
Spring 2: Christianity
Summer 1: Judaism
Summer 2: Buddhism
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Year
N

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Role of light

Belonging & Christmas:
giving of gifts

Symbolism

Easter: Symbolism

Creation

L1:L.O: To discuss how
light can make us feel
different emotions

L2:L.O: To be introduced
to the Jewish religion

L1-2: LO: To listen and
respond to a range of
faith stories in a
variety of ways

L3-4: L.O: To hear and
L3:L.O: To explore Jewish use some basic
artefacts and their
religious vocabulary in
significance
context of their
experiences.
L4:L.O: To discuss the
role of light in the
L5-6:L.O: LO: To share
celebration of Shabbat
enjoyment of
celebration and talk
L5:L.O: To discuss the
about celebrations of
Jewish festival
special occasions in
celebration of
their own lives, in
Hanukkah
those of others
L6:L.O: To observe and significant to them and
discuss why light is used in religious
communities.
in the Jewish festival
Hanukkah.

L1:L.O: To discuss signs
and symbols I know

L2:L.O: To understand
the meaning of specific
signs and symbols of
belonging
L3:L.O: To predict the
meaning behind the
Crescent, Moon and Star
symbol of Islam
L4:L.O: To create my
own Crescent moon and
star collage
L5:L.O: To create my
own Crescent Moon and
Star mobile

L1:L.O: To explore and
discuss the different
symbols associated
with Easter
L2:L.O: To discuss the
actions Christians do
to remember Jesus at
Easter
L3:L.O: To learn about
Shrove Tuesday

L1-L6:L.O: To discuss
Day *1* of the Jewish
Creation Story and
make a
representational
drawing.

Summer 2
Islam

Belonging
L1-2:L.O: To explore
some of the ways in
which people express
care and concern for
each other and the
importance of this for
relationships.
L3:L.O: LO: To learn to
recognise and talk
about features of
Muslim life

L4:L.O: To design and
make my own Easter
Egg

L4:L.O: To begin to
understand the
significance of
whispering in the
Islamic community

L5:L.O: To design and
make my own Easter
greeting card

L5:L.O: To learn ‘When,
what and why do
Muslims whisper?’
L6:L.O: To introduce the
ceremony of belonging
for Muslim Aqiqa.
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R

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Islam

Festivals

Celebration and
ceremony

Festivals

Easter: Concept of
sacrifice & symbolism

Sharing of food

Art

L1:L.O: To understand
the importance behind
following rules

L1:L.O: To understand
the significance behind
shapes and patterns in
Islamic art

L1:L.O: To learn how
Jews celebrate Purim
L2:L.O: To make
Hamanstahchen cakes
and understand how
they link to the Jewish
Festival Purim.
L3:L.O: To design and
make a castle for Esther
linking to the festival
Purim
L4:L.O: To design and
create salt dough Purin
Symbols
L5:L.O: To design and
colour in masks linking
to the festival Purim
L6:L.O: To celebrate the
Purim festival

Christmas: story

L1: L.O: To learn how
Christians celebrate
Jesus’ birthday
L2: L.O: To learn how
Christians prepare for
the celebration of
Jesus’ birthday
L3:L.O: To make a
Christingle used for
Christian celebration
L4:L.O: To learn about
the Christmas Story
L5-L6:L.O: To re-enact
the Christmas Story
[Pre-Nativity Practice]

L1:L.O: To learn about
the celebration Eid
L2:L.O: To make my
own Eid al-Fitr mobile
L3:L.O: To make Eid alFitr celebration biscuits
L4:L.O: To design my
own Islamic prayer mat
L5:L.O: To create my
own Mehndi pattern
L6:L.O: To create and
make food used in the
celebration Eid

L1-2: L.O: To listen and
respond to a range of
faith stories in a variety
of ways
L3:L.O: To sequence the
order of the Easter
Story
L4:L.O: To understand
the significance behind
Hot Cross Buns at
Easter
L5:L.O: To understand
the significance behind
Easter Eggs as Easter
design my own Easter
Egg
L6:L.O: To design and
create my own ‘Easter’
themed treat

L2:L.O: To understand
food rules for the
Jewish community
L3:L.O: To understand
which foods are Kosher
(Land Animals)
L4:L.O: To understand
which foods are Kosher
(Fish)
L5:L.O: To plan my own
Kosher meal using my
understanding of
Jewish food rules

L2-L3: L.O: To decorate
my own geometrical
Islamic art
L4:L.O: To create my
own geometrical
Islamic Art
L5:L.O: To create
geometrical Islamic Art
in a group
L6:L.O: To create art
inspired by Islam

L6:L.O: To try a range of
traditionally Jewish
food
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Judaism

Christianity

Importance of light and
Hanukkah

Importance of light

L1: LO: LO: To think
about how light makes
me feel.
L2: L.O: L.O: To learn
about the main aspects
of Judaism
L3-L4: L.O: To
understand and explain
the meaning of light
with the Jewish
celebration of Shabbat
L5-L6:L.O: To
understand and explain
the meaning of light
with the Jewish festival
of Hanukkah.

Christmas: advent
L1: L.O: To think about
how light makes me feel.
L2: L.O: To learn about
the main aspects of
Christianity
L3: L.O: To understand
and explain the meaning
behind the light used in
Christian celebrations
L4: L.O: To understand
and explain the meaning
behind the light used in
Christian celebrations
L5: L.O: To understand
and explain the meaning
behind the light used in
Christian Christingles
L6: L.O: To learn about
the Christmas Story

Islam
Religious leaders
L1: LO: To learn about
the main aspects of
Islam
L2: LO: To understand
that there are people of
importance to us and to
explain why these
people are special
L3: LO: To identify
people who are believed
to be special by many
people and know that
people are considered to
be special for a variety of
reasons.
L4: L.O: To learn the
story of Muhammed the
Prophet
L5: L.O: To understand
the sequence of
Muhammad life

Christianity

Judaism

Islam

Religious leaders

Religious leaders

Signs and symbols

Easter: Sacrifice

L1: L.O: LO: To recognise
leader qualities

L1: L.O: To understand
the life of Jesus
L2: L.O: To understand
why the bible is special
by listening to one of its
stories.
L3: L.O: To understand
the important meaning
behind Jesus’ stories
L4: L.O: To learn and
understand the
sequence of the Easter
Story
L5:L.O: To sequence the
order of the Easter Story
L.6: L.O: To understand a
belief Christians have.

L2:L.O: To learn the story
of Moses life

L1: L.O; To recognise
some of the groups I
belong to and what
makes them special.

L3:L.O: To know who
Moses was and
understand why he
became a leader

L2: L.O: To and talk with
people who belong to a
faith community about
how belonging affects
their life.

L4:L.O: To understand
the 10 commandments
and the importance of
following rules

L3.L:O: L.O: To know and
understand the symbols
in Islam

L.5: L.O: To understand
why Passover is
celebrated and how this
links to Moses’ life
L.6:L.O: To understand
how the symbolic Seder
plate links to the leader
Moses

L4: L.O: To understand
the importance of a
Minaret to the Muslim
religion
L:4: L.O: To recognise the
main symbol associated
with Islam.

L6: L.O: To understand
why Muhammad is
special to Muslims.
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Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Islam

Signs and symbols

Sacred Places- churches

Stories

Stories. Easter: Symbolic
significance

Sacred texts

Acts of worship

L1: LO: To reflect upon
my own experiences
with signs and symbols
L2: L.O: To learn about
the main aspects of
Judaism
L3: L.O: To learn the key
signs and symbols of the
Jewish religion
L4: L.O: To learn about
the Menorah Candle
L5: L.O: To learn about
the Synagogue, place of
worship for the Jewish
religion
L6: LO: To know how to
handle items of
significance within RE

Christmas: symbolism
of gift giving
L1: L.O: To reflect on
why a church is
important to Christians

L1: L.O: To apply key
vocab when talking
about religious books.

L2: L.O: To explain why
the Qur’an is important
and how Muslims show
L2: L.O: To use key words
this.
to describe the
importance of a church
L3-4: L.O: To hear and
discuss stories from the
L3: L.O: To make
Qu’ran
predictions based on
what I already know
L5:L.O: To plan and
create my own cover for
L4: L.O: To experience
the Qur’an using prior
the religious meaning
knowledge
of a church
L6:L.O: To illustrate my
L5-6:L.O: To understand understanding by
the meaning of giving at making my own special
Christmas
book based on ideas
using in the Qur’an

L1:L.O: To apply key
vocab when talking about
religious books.
L2:L.O: To explain why the
Bible is important and
how Christians show this.
L3:L.O: To listen to and
talk about a range of
Christian stories from a
bible.
L4:L.O: To understand the
story of Palm Sunday and
recognise its religious
significance.
L5:L.O: To understand the
story of the Last Supper
and recognise its religious
significance.
L6:L.O: To understand the
story of Good Friday and
recognise its religious
significance.

L1:L.O: To explain why
the Torah is important
L2:L.O: To understand
the content of the Torah
and that it teaches
Jewish people how to
live
L3:L.O: To understand
how a Torah scroll is
made and what this
shows about its
importance for Jews
L4:L.O: To understand
the synagogue is the
special place where Jews
keep the Torah

L1:L.O: To consider the
significance of prayer
for Muslim children
L2:L.O: To consider the
significance or prayer
for Muslim children.
L3:L.O: To name and
describe special objects
that can be found
inside a Mosque
L4:L.O: To understand
why a mosque is an
important place by
describing what
happens there

L5:L.O: To understand
that the Torah has a
central place in the
synagogue

L5:L.O: To learn and talk
about other places
where Muslims can
worship.

L6:L.O: to explain and
draw together what they
have learnt about the
Torah, and about their
own special books

L6:L.O: LO: To draw and
paint my own Mosque
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Hinduism

Sikhism

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Buddhism

Acts of worship

Acts of worship

Family life and Islamic
practices

Rules

Sacred places

Acts of worship

L1: L.O: To explain
where Hinduism was
founded.
L2: L.O: To explain the
main beliefs in
Hinduism relating to
Hindu Deities.
L3: L.O: To recall the
core beliefs that all
Hindus share
L4: L.O: To explore and
discuss a variety of
Hindu Mythological
stories
L5:L.O: To identify the
different acts of
worship in Hindusim
L6:L.O: To compare the
core beliefs of
Hinduism to other
religions

L1: L.O: To explain who
founded Sikhsim

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Islam

L2: L.O: To can explain
the main symbols in
Sikhism relating to The
5 Ks

L2: L.O: To create an
artistic list of the key
Muslim beliefs using
calligraphy and know
why this is used

L3: L.O: To explain the
main beliefs in Sikhism
relating to their
concept of God

L3: L.O: To recognise
the main symbol
associated with Islam.

L4: L.O: To record facts
about the Sikh Gurus
and their contribution
to Sikh beliefs
L5:L.O: To record facts
about the Sikh Gurus
and their contribution
to Sikh beliefs
L6:L.O: To compare the
core beliefs of Sikhism
to other religions

L4: L.O: To explain the
significance and
importance behind the
Islamic Festivals:
Ramadam and Eid-ulFitr
L5:L.O: To understand
family life in Islam
L6:L.O: To discuss and
review Islamic family
life in practice

Easter: The importance
of Lent

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Christianity

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Judaism
L2: L.O: To understand
why Jerusalem is
significant to Jewish
people

L2: L.O: To know and
understand what is Lent
to Christians
L3: L.O: To understand
why the Synagogue is
L3: L.O: To hear and
significant to Jewish
discuss stories
people
associated with Easter:
L4: L.O: To experience
Lent
the religious meaning
L4: L.O: To understand
of the Synagogue
the significance of
L5:L.O: L.O: To identify
‘Shrove Tuesday’ to
the similarities and
Christians
differences of different
L5:L.O: To understand
religions’ sacred places
the significance of ‘Ash
L6:L.O: To review
Wednesday’ to
learning on the Sacred
Christians
Places of Judaism
L6:L.O: To discuss and
decide what we would
give up for Lent

L1: L.O: To explain who
and where Buddhism
was founded
L2: L.O: To understand
and re-enact the life of
the Buddha
L3: L.O: To name and
explain the meaning of
Buddhist symbols.
L4: L.O L.O: To explain
the main beliefs held by
Buddhists
L5:L.O To learn and
discuss Buddhist’s ideas
of Karma,
Enlightenment and
Nirvana.
L6:L.O: To compare the
core beliefs of Sikhism
to other religions
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Hinduism

Sikhism

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Buddhism

Sacred places of
worship

Sacred places of
worship

The role & importance
of Muhammad

The role & importance
of Jesus.

Practices within Judaism

Sacred places of
worship

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Hinduism

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Sikhism

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Islam

L2:L.O: To understand
why the home shrine is
an important part of
Hindu worship

L2:L.O: To understand
the different ways Sikhs
worship

L2:L.O: To be
introduced to
Muhammed, Allah and
the Koran

L3:L.O: To understand
why the Mandir is an
important part of Hindu
worship
L4:L.O: To experience
the religious meaning
of a Mandir
L5:L.O: To identify the
similarities and
differences of different
religions’ sacred places
of worship
L6:L.O: To review
learning on the Sacred
Place of Worship:
Mandir

L3:L.O: To understand
why the Gurdwara is an
important part of Sikh
worship

L3:L.O: To learn about
the Prophet
Muhammed

L4:L.O: To experience
the religious meaning
of a Gurdwara

L4:L.O: To discuss why
and how Muhammed
was chosen

L5:L.O: To identify the
similarities and
differences of different
religions’ sacred places
of worship

L5:L.O: To identify the
similarities and
differences of different
religions’ leaders

L6:L.O: To review
learning on the Sacred
Place of Worship:
Gurdwara

L6:L.O: To review
learning on The role &
importance of
Muhammad

Easter: Sharing of food
L1:L.O: To recall the core
beliefs within
Christianity
L2:L.O: To know what
Jesus was like and where
did he grow up?
L3:L.O: To understand
the significance of ‘The
Last Supper’ to
Christians
L4:L.O: To create a piece
of artwork based on the
symbols associated with
The Last Supper
L5:L.O: To understand
the significance of Easter
to Christians
L6:L.O: To identify the
similarities and
differences of
celebrating Easter within
different cultures

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Judaism
L2:L.O: To learn about
traditional Jewish
family life
L3:L.O: To understand
the significance of
Shabbat for Jews
L4:L.O: To understand
the significance of
Passover for Jews
L5:L.O: To experience
the religious meaning
of Passover
L6:L.O: L.O: To compare
and contrast common
practices among
different faiths

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Buddhism
L2:L.O: To understand
the different ways
Buddhists worship
L3:L.O: To identify and
analyze Buddhist
temples
L4:L.O: To experience
the religious meaning
of a Buddhist Temple
L5:L.O: To identify the
similarities and
differences of different
religions’’ sacred places
of worship
L6:L.O: : To review
learning on the Sacred
Place of Worship: The
Pogodas and the Stupa
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Hinduism

Sikhism

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Buddhism

Family life and festivals

Family life and festivals

Sacred texts

Sacred texts

Key figure

Family life and festivals

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Hinduism

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Sikhism

L2:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Hindu festival: Holi

L2:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Sikh festival: Bandi
Chhor Divas

L3:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Hindu festival:
Navaratri
L4:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Hindu festival:
Diwali
L5:L.O: To experience
and celebrate the
religious festival Diwali
L6:L.O: To review
learning on Hindu
Festivals

L3:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Sikh festival:
Vaisakhi
L4:L.O: To compare the
festival Dwiali for Sikh
and Hindus
L5: L.O: To explore life
as a Sikh
L6: L.O: To review
learning on Sikh
Festivals

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Islam
L2:L.O: To understand
how the Koran guides
the lives of Muslims
L3-4:L.O: To create a
special book based on
the ideas of the Qur’an
L5: L.O: To compare the
Qu’ran with other
religious sacred texts
L6: L.O: To review
learning on the sacred
text: The Qur’an

Easter: Events of Holy
Week

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within
Christianity
L2:L.O: To understand
and explore the
Christian sacred text:
The Bible
L3:L.O: To understand
the significance of Palm
Sunday to Christians
L4:L.O: To understand
the significance of
Maundy Thursday to
Christians

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Judaism
L2:L.O: To understand
the significance of the
key figure Abraham
L3:L.O: To understand
the significance of the
key figure Moses and
the Ten
Commandments
L4:L.O: To learn about
the key figure Esther
and discuss the Purim
Story

L5:L.O: To understand
how and why the
L5:L.O: To understand
Jewish Purim Festival is
the significance of Good
celebrated
Friday to Christians
L6:L.O: To identify the
L6:L.O: To understand
similarities and
the significance of
differences of key
Easter Sunday to
figures within different
Christians
religions’

L1:L.O To recall core
beliefs within Buddhism
L2:L.O: : To learn and
recall key facts about
the main Buddhist
festival: Wesak
L3:L.O: To design and
create my own Wesak
lantern
L4-5:L.O: To research
and discuss Buddhist
festivals
L6: L.O: To review
learning on Buddhist
Festivals
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Hinduism

Sikhism

Islam

Christianity

Judaism

Buddhism

Sacred texts and stories

Sacred texts and stories

Holy Trinity

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Sikhism.

Links between Judaism
and Christianity

Sacred texts and stories

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within Hinduism

Across the world and
modern life as a Muslim

L2:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about the
Hindu Holy Scripture:
The Vedas

L2:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the Sikh holy book:
Guru Granth Sahib.

L3:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about the
Hindu Holy Scripture:
The Dharmashastras
and Puranas

L3:L.O: To discuss and
compare Sikh prayers

L4:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about
the special act of
L4:L.O: To learn and
worship for Siekhs
recall key facts about the
called Akhand Path
Hindu Holy Scripture:
Mahabharata
L5:L.O: To hear and
discuss key Sikh stories.
L5:L.O: To learn and
recall key facts about the
Hindu Holy Scripture:
Ramayana
L6:L.O: To review
learning on Hindu Sacred
Texts and Stories

L6:L.O: To review
learning on Sikhism
Sacred Texts and
Stories

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Islam
L2:L.O: To understand
life as a Muslim in
Britain today
L3:L.O: To understand
how charity is
important to Muslims
L4:L.O: To understand
why Muslims fast

Easter: How is it
relevant to Christians
today

L1:L.O: To recall the
core beliefs within
Christianity
L2:L.O: To understand
the concept of The Holy
Trinity
L3:L.O: To understand
the significance of the
Nicene Creed

L4-5:L.O: To understand
and discuss the
significance of the Holy
Week and Easter to
L6:L.O: To ask questions Christians
to and hear from a
L6:L.O: To review my
Muslim speaker
learning on how Easter
is relevant to Christians
today
L5:L.O: To understand
why Muslims want to
go on pilgrimage

L1:L.O: To recall the core
beliefs within Judaism
L2:L.O: To compare the
origin and founder of
Judaism and Christianity
L3:L.O: To explore the
similarities and
differences between the
holy scripture of Judaism
and Christianity
L4:L.O: To explore the
belief in Jesus Christ and
the Holy Spirit within
Judaism and Christianity
L6:L.O: To explore the
similarities and
differences between the
notion of Sin within
Judaism and Christianity
L6:L.O: To explore the
similarities and
differences of traditions
and rituals within
Judaism and Christianity

Answer to why there is
suffering

L1:L.O: To recall core
beliefs within
Buddhism.
L2:L.O: To explain what
the Buddhist holy book
is and what is in it.
L3:L.O: To learn and
know the Four Noble
Truths
L4:L.O: To research and
discuss the First and
Second Noble Truth
L5:L.O: To research and
discuss the Third and
Fourth Noble Truth
L6:L.O: To review
learning on the
Buddhist answer to
suffering
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